“DISCONNECT TO RECONNECT”

GENERAL SITE RULES
(Including but not limited to)

If you light a fire there is ZERO tolerance for leaving the fire unattended. Stay with it at all times.
When having a fire outside, flames to be no more than 1 foot above the top of the supplied fire pits.
Fire must be soaked & stirred when you are done for the day or the night.
If there is a fire ban on, there will be no outside / open fires.
We follow the “If It’s Yellow Let It Mellow, If It’s Brown Flush It Down” rule.
Wood is supplied with chopping blocks. Splitting of wood is only permitted at those locations.
*Wood in the sheds is strictly for cabin use only. Wood for the community fire pits is located outside.*
Please do not drive on ANY grass, unless instructed to. Please keep your vehicle on the dirt roads.
Glass is NOT permitted outside the cabins. Please put garbage in its proper location.
Do not put smoke butts on the ground.
When you are done using the facilities we ask that you clean up prior to leaving them.
We are on a water reservoir system please keep showers short.
Fish Cleaning: Do not clean fish on the dock.
If cleaning fish from the boat please do it away from shore and keep boats clean.
If using the provided fish cleaning shed, please tidy up the area for the next guest.
Instructions are posted in the fish shed. We will take care of the fish waste. Thanks!
CHECK IN/OUT:
Check-In @ 3:00pm
Check-Out @ 11:00pm
As we are an affordable family campground we have a “Check-Out as you Checked-In” policy.
We ask that you please tidy up the cabins prior to check out.
Examples: Quick sweep of the floor, wash dishes, clean stove…
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